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Abstract
Magmatic volatiles impact volcanic eruption dynamics: a volatile-rich magma has a higher potential for an explosive eruption than a volatile-poor (degassed) magma. At depth and high pressure, volatiles remain in solution, or dissolved within the magma. As magma rises, the decrease in pressure results in volatiles exsolving from bulk magma into a vapor phase. The presence of semi-volatile metals can be used to understand degassing at depth and provide evidence for magmatic processes. The objective of this study is to generate elemental profiles using a Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for Kīlauea spatter samples and investigate if semi-volatile metals are enriched on the spatter surfaces. In this study, a range of elements (Li, Cu, Na, Zn, Cr, Tl, Pd, Ni, Ba, Mn, B, and Ti), including four that are semi-volatile (Li, Cu, Na, Zn), were analyzed. Increased quantities of analyte volatile elements were observed on the surface relative to the interior of the spatter samples. Other included elements, present in low ratios, demonstrated greater variation throughout the sample. Overall, the data suggests that an estimated ~1% of total semi-volatiles in the gas plume condense on the surface of erupted material. This study demonstrates that a novel LIBS technique can be used to investigate surficial condensation of semi-volatile elements on spatter during a volcanic eruption degassing phase.
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1. Introduction

Beginning in the early 1800s, the foundation of spectro-chemical analysis was developed as scientists correlated colors of visible light emissions to elements. The development of atomic theory facilitated spectroscopists to recognize that emitted wavelengths are unique to specific atoms and ions. By 1960, the first laser was developed. Work published by Cremers and Radziemski in 1981 paved the way for Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) in research. Beginning around 1995, publications using LIBS increased in prevalence and continue to increase each year (Cremers et al., 2006).

LIBS is a cost-effective and in-situ analysis method. The instrument uses a lens-focused, pulsed laser to ablate the sample surface and create a temporary plasma. While this is a destructive technique, overall damage can be confined to a small fraction of sample volume. LIBS analysis is used in a dynamic range of studies including planetary research, archaeology to date artifacts, as well as measuring minor and major elements in geologic samples. The LIBS system includes a spectrometer that records wavelengths between 200nm and 850nm, which are specific to ionization states of the elemental composition. The produced spectra within this range includes hundreds of atomic emission lines. The qualitative and quantitative interpretation for the chemical composition is related to the emission peak height as an indication of element abundance in the sample. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Atomic Spectra database is used to reference elements for the established wavelengths and observed intensities associated with specific wavelengths.

In this project, we take advantage of the limited ablation depth per individual laser shot. Consequently, LIBS has potential as a depth-profiling analysis technique. The objective of this study was to generate elemental profiles of Pu‘u ʻŌ‘ō and Kīlauea Lower East Rift Zone (LERZ) spatter samples and investigate if semi-volatile elements show compositional enrichments on spatter surfaces. These enrichments would be represented by changes in ratios of the semi-volatile intensities versus low-volatility (refractory) elements, when comparing the surface relative to interior composition.
2. Background

2.1. Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy

As detailed in Cremers et al. (2006), the produced emission spectra from LIBS analysis is limited by a few factors that include matrix effect, self-absorption, and variation with laser spark and the produced plasma. Matrix effects (spectral, physical and chemical) may cause changes to emission intensities when sample properties vary (Hahn and Omenetto 2012). Physical matrix effects are related to sample surface characteristics (vesicle properties, hardness, texture), which can cause variations in how much material is ablated with each laser pulse. Chemical matrix effects occur when the presence of one element alters the emission intensity of another element (Cremers et al., 2006). For instance, two samples containing the same element concentration (12% Mg) may yield different emission spectra for that element, if the samples consist of different overall materials. Spectral matrix effects include the interference of strong emission lines with weaker lines. This issue can be resolved by selecting peaks known to not have interferences during data analysis. Self-absorption may also occur and be reflected in the emission spectra (Lepore, 2017). Self-absorption occurs when the produced plasma contains atoms with conflicting excitation energies. Self-absorbed spectra result in spectral lines with either a dip replacing the element peak or an emission line with a flattened peak (Takahashi and Thornton, 2017). Various statistical techniques have been used in LIBS data analysis to compensate for these effects: multivariate analysis (partial least squares), univariate analysis, or relating the relative ratio of an analyte intensity to a constant element intensity (Eggins, 1998; Clegg et al., 2009; Konter et al., 2019).

2.2. Elemental Distribution During Volcanic Processes

2.2.1. Major Elements

Major elements constitute more than 1 wt.% each of total rock composition. This group of elements is essential for distinguishing physical (density, viscosity) and thermodynamic (phase relations, melting points) properties (Philpotts & Ague, 2013). Effusive eruptions at Hawaiian volcanoes produce basaltic lava. Subsequently, the overall SiO$_2$ concentration is ~50 wt.% with olivine dominating, and pyroxene and plagioclase feldspar present in minor amounts (Helz, 2014). MgO value range (6.0 to 17.8 wt.%) for bulk rock composition documented in the last 200 years of Kīlauea eruptive history is used to gauge processes such as magma transport, fractional crystallization, and magma mixing occurring in the volcanic plumbing system (Garcia
Magnesium is also a moderately refractory element (in relation to condensation temperature), and we will use this abundant element in our LIBS analysis.

2.2.2, Volatile Elements

Magmatic gas has an important role in the behavior of a volcanic eruption. The volume of volcanic gas emitted may exceed the volume of volatiles dissolved in the magma (Shinohara, 2008). Excess degassing occurs when the volume of emitted volcanic gas is greater than the volume of volatiles dissolved in the magma (Andres et al. 1991; Wallace, 2001). By this criterion, Hawaiian volcanism does not significantly observe excess degassing, but is commonly observed in Plinian, Strombolian, and Vulcanian eruptions (Wallace 2001; Sharma et al., 2004). As magma rises and produces a gas phase, volatile and semi-volatile trace elements diffuse through the magma and partition into the vapor phase of an eruption. Volatiles in volcanic plumes (H₂O, CO₂, SO₂, etc.) originate from two main sources; volatilization of metals from magma with a gas-particle phase, or from a phase that includes erupted magma fragments and bubbles bursting superficially (Shinohara, 2009). Distinguishing these two pathways is important for understanding the volatilization of elements from the erupted material and subsequent emission of these elements into the environment. One methodology introduced by Rubin (1997) calculates emanation coefficients (\( \varepsilon_x \)) to classify the volatility of elements found within volcanic eruptions.

\[
\varepsilon_x = \frac{C_i - C_f}{C_i} \; \text{where} \; C_i \text{ is the initial concentration of } "x" \text{ element in the magma} \\
C_f \text{ is the final concentration of } "x" \text{ element post eruption}
\]

With this equation, three groups are distinguished: group one volatile metals are \( \varepsilon_x > 10^{-2} \), group two semi-volatile metals are \( \varepsilon_x = 10^{-4} \) to \( 10^{-2} \), and group three non-volatile metals are \( \varepsilon_x < 10^{-4} \). Rubin (1997) discusses the use of highly volatile \(^{210}\text{Po}\) and \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) as a gauge of degassing processes. The \(^{210}\text{Po}\) isotopic disequilibria (with respect to its radioactive parent isotope) due to degassing are also used to obtain an eruption age. In the latter case, it is critical that \(^{210}\text{Po}\) measured on magmatic products is not contaminated by condensation of the Po from the eruptive gas phase. In order to investigate effects of condensation, this study focuses on semi-volatile elements due to their greater affinity to condense from the vapor and, therefore, have a greater probability to be preserved on sample surfaces. The following elements are classified as semi-volatile: Cu, Ir, As, Te, Zn, Tl, In, Mo, Sn, W, Sb, Cs, K, Ni, Li, and Na (Mather et al., 2015).
2.3. History of Hawaiian Volcanic Eruptions

Over the past 200 years, Hawaiian volcanic eruptions have been characterized by effusive basaltic lava erupted in the middle of an oceanic plate. The Hawaiian archipelago includes eight islands (ordered oldest to youngest): Niʻihau, Kauaʻi, Oʻahu, Molokaʻi, Lānaʻi, Kahoʻolawe, Maui, and the Island of Hawaiʻi (Macdonald et al., 1983). The samples for this study were collected on the Island of Hawaiʻi. The Island of Hawaiʻi includes five subaerial volcanoes (ordered oldest to youngest): Kohala, Mauna Kea, Hualālai, Mauna Loa, and Kīlauea (Moore and Clague, 1992), and this study focuses on the Kīlauea volcanic system. Kīlauea volcanism exhibits a tholeiitic shield-building stage with activity occurring between three regions; summit caldera and two rift zones (southwest and east) (Jackson, 1972; Helz et al., 2014).

Puʻu ʻŌʻō, a cone located on Kīlauea east rift zone, hosted one of the longest sustained eruptions (about thirty-five years occurring from 1983 to 2018) with an erupted volume estimated about 4.4 km³ (USGS 2019). Throughout Puʻu ʻŌʻō eruptive history, systematic isotopic variations distinguish lavas from summit erupted lavas (Greene et al., 2013). Given the Kīlauea plumbing system is well constrained, these isotopic variations can be traced with $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{204}\text{Pb}$ variations in lavas from the summit and rift zones to trace mantle heterogeneities (Pietruszka, et al., 2018). Mantle heterogeneities imprint the composition of the parental magma delivered to the volcano, and thus, potentially influence temporal and spatial extent of magmatic degassing (Wallace and Anderson, 2000). Highly volatile elements degas closest to the summit: semi-volatile elements predominately exsolve as magma travels into rift zones (Schmincke, 2004).

On April 30, 2018, the collapse of Puʻu ʻŌʻō vent initiated the largest LERZ eruption and caldera collapse in the documented eruptions from the last two hundred years (Neal et al., 2018). The 2018 Kīlauea eruption is also credited as one of the most well-documented eruptions to date. Observations and data collected from the eruption have produced insights into lesser understood volcanic processes: caldera collapse, small and explosive basaltic eruptions, degassing processes, and magma transport mechanisms (Gansecki et al., 2019). In total, the LERZ fissures extended about 6.8 km and covered about 35.5 km² with twenty-four of the total 24 fissures opening by May 3, 2018. Early erupted magma had a ≤5 wt.% MgO and may have evolved from the 1955 magma through fractional crystallization. Given the proximity and similarities in composition, the magma supply was potentially stored in LERZ since 1955. Activity continued until August 4,
2018. Figure 1 (left) is an overview of Kīlauea with the location of samples included in this study labeled. The map on the right (USGS) depicts a Lava Flow Thickness map for the 2018 LERZ eruption. By late May, much of the 2018 eruption activity occurred at fissure eight with effusion rates between 50 to 200 m$^3$/s and fountain heights up to 80 m (Neal et al., 2018).

Figure 1: (Left) Labeled Google Map image of Kīlauea [Blue: summit location, Red: Chain of Craters Road, Yellow: Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō vent, Green: Fissure Eight located in the LERZ]; (Right) Preliminary Map of Lava Flow Thickness for the 2018 LERZ eruption (USGS).

3. Methods

3.1. Background About Samples

Samples were collected from Kīlauea LERZ and Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō eruptive activity. Samples were collected along Chain of Craters Road (Flat Spatter sample), Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō (last gasp of activity), and Fissure Eight during the 2018 eruption. A standard glass sample (D15-19), previously cut, was included as a baseline. The samples were brought to the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa for glass analysis with a Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) instrument.

Figure 2: Inkscape Diagram of LIBS setup
3.2. Instrumentation

The layout of the LIBS system is shown in Figure 2. The laser used in this analysis is a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser with an output of 20mJ per pulse. It operates at ~15Hz (pulses/s) with a pulse length of approximately 6 nanoseconds. Spectral emissions were collected with an Echelle type spectrometer; Catalina scientific EMU- 60/120 with LX cassette and a resolution of ~60,000. To generate element profiles with sufficient signal, comparing surface composition to interior composition, a pre-programmed X-Y-Z stage was devised from a repurposed Computer Numerical Control (CNC) milling machine. The stage was used to ablate spots on the sample surface in an eleven by eleven grid to generate the spectral measurement at a specific depth, and successive layers of sample were ablated to create the profile. Figure 3a depicts the stage that was controlled with a second computer and repeated for up to fifteen rounds (layers).

Figure 3 (a) Inkscape diagram of the X-Y-Z stage sequence programmed for spot analysis. The first spot is in green and the last spot is in yellow. Each spot is ~150μm, total 11x11 spot area is ~2.73mm². (b) Test of the X-Y-Z stage setup using experimental laser conditions on an aluminum foil wrapped rock. Image shows microscope view after one round (eleven by eleven grid). (c) microscope view of result of full experiment with Kīlauea glass sample (excavated pit same size as b).
4. Results

4.1. Initial Assessment

Analyzed samples were initially reviewed by overlapping the difference of raw data to identify the presence of trends. The project explored which elements (if any) were present in ratios inconsistent with the interior sample composition. This rapid analysis technique calculates relative intensities for analyte elements by eliminating spectral variations in an element present at a constant concentration. Figure 4 depicts an example of a peak at 670.8nm (Li) demonstrating a trend where, as the laser ablated the sample, the intensity decreased sequentially. Figure 5 plots sample Flat Spatter raw spectral emission data from 200nm to 850nm as the relationship of run number to the difference in intensity of interior to surface [Run(1:15) minus Run(15)]. The figure combines all spectral emission data to indicate differences in emission intensities from the sequential runs relative to the intensities associated with the interior (run fifteen or last run). Differences between surface and interior intensities are less significant after the fifth run. Figure 5 demonstrates the presence of a trend and was used as a baseline for further investigation. For comparison, the other samples were processed similarly. These figures are included in the appendix: A (Fig. 9), B (Fig. 11), C (Fig. 13), and D (Fig. 15).
4.2. Percent Ratios of Elements Present

For the uses of this study, elements were portrayed as percent ratios relative to magnesium, an element known and verified with this data to yield the same intensity from the sample surface to interior i.e.:

\[
\frac{\left[\frac{\text{volatile element } "n"}{Mg}\right]_{\text{surface}}}{\left[\frac{\text{volatile element } "n"}{Mg}\right]_{\text{interior}}} \times 100\%
\]

This approach minimized variations in elemental peak intensity attributed to laser power (or laser-sample coupling) fluctuation and followed the suggested notation for an enrichment factor (e.g., Mather, 2015). Within a gas plume setting, this calculated enrichment factor correlates the presence of volatiles to refractory elements as compared to related, degassing lava (e.g., Mather, 2015). Prior investigations into Puʻu ʻŌʻō and Kīlauea volatile geochemistry were used as a baseline to identify a range of elements known or potentially present. Based on the volatility classification using emanation coefficients (\(\xi_x\)) as presented by Rubin (1997), at least one
element from the three groups (volatile, semi-volatile, and low to non-volatile) was included. The following elements were plotted as a percent ratio relative to magnesium intensity; Li, Cu, Na, Zn, Cr, Tl, Pd, Ni, Ba, Mn, B, and Ti. Elements Li, Cu, Na, Zn, Tl, Pd, and Ni are in the semi-volatile group. Boron is classified as a volatile element. The remaining elements, Ba, Ti, Mn, and Cr, are low to non-volatile elements. The NIST database was referenced to identify the above elements of interest based on wavelength data. Appendix A, Figure 8, includes graphs A through D for standard D15-19. This sample was included because it provided results on a previously cut sample of volcanic glass, allowing for an evaluation of repeated ablation effects with no potential surface condensates (effectively, a baseline sample). Appendix B, Figure 10, includes graphs A through L for the Flat Spatter sample. Appendix C, Figure 12, includes graphs A through L for the Puʻu ʻŌʻō sample. Appendix D, Figure 14, includes graphs A through L for the Fissure 8 Kīlauea sample.

Results of the different element groups can be summarized as showing a potential surface condensation signal only for the semi-volatile elements. The volatile element B does not show the same surface enrichment trends, likely resulting from the higher volatility preventing condensation under the eruptive conditions. Similarly, refractory elements do not show strong signals either, likely related to these elements remaining mostly in the magma. Therefore, the semi-volatile elements present the most significant results.

The results overall showed between 45% and 160% increase in volatile content on sample surfaces for semi-volatile elements Li, Cu, Na, and Zn. Values were provided in Table 1 (and derived from Appendix A-D, Fig. 8, 10, 12, 14), and showed the highest values for Li and Cu. The minimum values for the ratios shown, together with the 2 standard deviations calculated for the innermost 4 depth layers in each sample, provided an estimate of the variability with the LIBS method to estimate ratios. Therefore, for most elements, the ratios needed to be at least 10-20% higher from the interior, preferably for more than one layer, to be statistically different than the interior. The elements listed in Table 1 best meet this requirement.
Table 1: Comparison of Four Samples; Minimum Percentage*, Maximum Percentage*, and Two Standard Deviation Percentage for Analyte Elements

*: percent ratio of analyte relative to Mg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Standard D15-19</th>
<th>Flat Spatter</th>
<th>Pu‘u ʻŌ‘ō</th>
<th>Fissure Eight Kilauea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Li</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min (%)</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max (%)</td>
<td>138.7</td>
<td>220.5</td>
<td>185.5</td>
<td>192.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[100+2*stdev%] baseline (±)</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Na</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min (%)</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max (%)</td>
<td>108.4</td>
<td>118.2</td>
<td>201.6</td>
<td>145.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[100+2*stdev%] baseline (±)</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cu</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min (%)</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max (%)</td>
<td>118.1</td>
<td>238.3</td>
<td>169.9</td>
<td>246.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[100+2*stdev%] baseline (±)</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zn</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min (%)</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max (%)</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>129.3</td>
<td>151.6</td>
<td>129.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[100+2*stdev%] baseline (±)</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Discussion

5.1. Interpretation of Baseline Sample

Glass sample *D15-19* functioned as a baseline sample to establish if the elements with surface composition trends in excess of two standard deviations were an artifact of elemental fractionation during laser ablation or present from eruptive processes. It is well-established that laser-ablation sampling of silicate minerals removes analytes of different volatility at different rates. However, when ablated pit diameter significantly exceeds total analyzed depth, this error is minimized (e.g., Eggins et al., 1998). As one location was ablated tens to hundreds of times, this process (down-hole fractionation; Mukherjee et al., 2019) results in the ratio of volatile versus refractory elements to artificially increase incrementally through the course of data collection (Eggins et al., 1998). As related to this study, data collected was spread over a large enough area to minimize down-hole fractionation effects as depth increases. A study with a comparable Nd:YAG laser specification, Eggins et al. (1998) measured a ~20% change in $^{209}\text{Bi}^{232}\text{Th}$ ratio attributed to down-hole fractionation effects. Our study ablated ~15 shots, which is equivalent to 15% of Eggins et al. (1998) total analyzed depth. Hence, the expected variation from down-hole fractionation should be minimal (~3% ratio change). Observations from baseline sample, *Standard D15-19*, showed changes in analyte volatile to refractory element ratios lacking down-hole fractionation effects (Appendix A, Fig. 8). Instead, majority analyte elements demonstrated elevated ratios at the sample surface and with decreased ratios at the interior. Comparing the overall shape of these figures, the standard sample *D15-19* had a decreasing, nearly linear slope as run number (or depth) increased. Figure 7 compares percent ratio versus run number for four elements (Li, Cu, Na, and Zn) between three true surface samples and the baseline. These elements were present at ratios in higher than 100%, but lower and with less variation than the true surface sample. For the interests of this study, elements present in ratios in excess of the standard and with greater variation are significant. As discussed further below, true sample surfaces (*Flat Spatter, Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō, Kīlauea Fissure 8*) showed statistically significant trends for several elements, and therefore, both baseline and true samples were fitted with a logarithmic curve to compare relative behavior. A logarithmic curve was the best fit for data that rapidly decreased then leveled out.
5.2. Interpretation of Kīlauea Samples

Data for the true samples from Kīlauea showed statistically significant changes in their volatile versus refractory element ratios. In particular, the sample from location one, Flat Spatter, suggests a higher difference in surface to interior composition with an exponential decline by the fifth depth layer and minimal variation thereafter (Appendix B, Fig. 10, 11). The change implies a significantly higher volatile content at the surface. The sample from Pu‘u Ō‘ō more closely parallels the shape of standard sample D15-I9, although the Pu‘u Ō‘ō sample has a higher slope and initial intensity. This suggests that the surface variation was less than variation observed within the Flat Spatter sample (Appendix C, Fig. 12, 13).

5.3. Percent Ratio of Volatile Elements to Magnesium

In contrast to the linear increase in volatile to refractory element ratios reported by Eggins et al. (1998), the analyte volatile elements in this study were strongly correlated with a logarithmic function (correlation coefficient \( r \) exceeds 0.6). The strongest effects were observed for Li, Cu, Na, and Zn (Table 1, Fig. 7), which were all part of the semi-volatile group of elements specifically targeted. Other elements in the same group had spectral intensities with less than 10% variation, which signifies these elements are inadequate for quantification. However, the four elements with well-defined spectral emissions showed statistically significant increases for this group. When trends of these elements were compared between samples and the baseline, true-surface samples had both higher values at the surface and a steeper slope increase. Both Flat Spatter sample and Kīlauea Fissure Eight sample could not be measure adequately for elements Tl, Ni, Ba, Ti and Mn. For both samples these elements demonstrate a lower analyte/Mg ratio in the exterior layers. These elements did not display a similar relationship for the Pu‘u Ō‘ō sample.

The values recorded (up to 260%) for the semi-volatile elements (Li, Cu, Na, and Zn) can be compared to previously reported quantities in degassing lavas. For example, Gauthier et al. (2016) (represented in fig. 6) reported values for semi-volatile elements at the lava surface for up to 100 times the value in the gas plume for Kīlauea, Erta Ale, and Holuhraun. The samples analyzed in this study, have experienced condensation of the semi-volatile metals on the spatter surface. Hence, these samples amount to approximately twice the ratio observed in the melt.
Consequently, it appears a very small fraction of the semi-volatile elements condense on such surfaces. This implies that semi-volatile and volatile metals will be transported over larger distances than the immediate area impacted by pyroclastic material. Also, as demonstrated in the *Flat Spatter* data, Cu is present at a higher enrichment factor than Zn and Tl. This suggests that in the gas plume more volatile elements (represented on the right side of fig. 6) have a higher affinity to remain in the gas phase. In a cooling gas plume, Cu, the least volatile element included in this data set, theoretically would condense first, while more volatile elements will not condense until the temperature decreases. As a result, Cu should be present at a higher ratio on the surface. Furthermore, highly volatile elements such as $^{210}$Po and $^{210}$Pb (used to investigate timescales of magmatic processes) should not be significantly impacted by these condensation process, as the error level of the U-series disequilibria measurements for Po and Pb are of similar or larger magnitude (e.g., Rubin et al., 1994).

![Figure 6: Element volatility represented as Enrichment Factors relative to Mg. The included elements are ordered by increasing volatility. Data collected from Flat Spatter sample is included for comparison with three other data. Elements included represent reliable data.](image)

[Data collected for Holuhraun 2014, Erta Ale 2011, Kīlauea 2008 from Gauthier et al. (2016), Mather et al. (2012) and Zelenski et al., (2013)]
Figure 7: Li, Cu, Na, and Zn Ratios observed for our three true-surface Kīlauea samples and standard sample D15-19 as a baseline. Logarithmic line of best fit included as a dashed line for each sample.
6. Conclusion

In order to evaluate the condensation of volatile materials on volcanic spatter surfaces through degassing, we investigated three Kīlauea samples with a novel use of LIBS. The included samples: Flat Spatter from Chain of Craters Road, Puʻu ʻŌʻō from the Puʻu ʻŌʻō vent in the last gasp of activity, and a sample from Fissure Eight located on Kīlauea LERZ). The data demonstrated that our samples from Kīlauea displayed increased quantities of volatile elements on the surface relative to interior composition: Li, Cu, Na, and Zn. These elements provide a gauge of how semi-volatile metals behave, and therefore provide guidance an upper bound on condensation from eruptive gases for highly volatile metals. Highly volatile elements such as $^{210}$Po and $^{210}$Pb can be used for quantifying degassing processes, and the disequilibria of $^{210}$Po that are generated during degassing can be used for dating eruptions. However, $^{210}$Po produced during the degassing phase will artificially inflate the abundance of $^{210}$Po on sample surfaces, if it condenses and is then analyzed as part of the magma fraction. To best constrain effects of condensation, semi-volatile elements suit the needs of this study because this group of elements have a higher affinity to condense on the sample surface and subsequently have a higher probability for observation. The data were quantified as enrichment factors or percent ratios relative to magnesium. In constraining potential errors, sample D15-19 served as a baseline to identify if trends (including an excess of two standard deviations) of analyte to refractory element ratios occurred as a result of eruptive processes, or as an artifact of elemental fractionation during laser ablation. The results suggest about ~1% of semi-volatile elements in the gas plume may condense on erupted pyroclastic materials. The data also demonstrated that some element ratios were not significantly variable to establish a strongly correlated trend between the sample surface to interior composition. Hence, this study supports the idea that the LIBS technique is useful for investigating surficial condensation of semi-volatile elements during a degassing phase of volcanic eruptions.
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Appendix A

Figure 8: Standard D15-19: Graphs A: D
The dots plotted represent element (n) plotted as a percent ratio relative to Mg. Red lines represent (±) two standard deviations (in percent) to represent the expected variation of the analyte within the sample and are centered on a grey dotted line that represents 100%. Data plotted outside of this range represents statistically significant data. Left-most x-axis represents the surface composition right-most represents interior composition.
Appendix A

Figure 9: Standard D15-19

Figure produced in MatLab plots run number for interior (left) to surface (right) versus “relative intensity difference” as a relationship of Run(1:15) – Run (15). The color bar on the right characterizes the magnitude of intensity difference. For a small group of wavelengths, there appear to be groups of increasing and decreasing intensities; while, majority wavelengths remain constant. This sample represents a baseline for the three true-surface Kīlauea spatter samples.
Appendix B

Figure 10: Flat Spatter Sample; Graphs A: L

Same as figure 8 for Flat Spatter sample
Appendix B

Figure 11: Flat Spatter Sample; Location 1, 2
Same as figure 9 for Flat Spatter sample; data based on location one. Other locations evaluated similarly for consistency.

Location 1:

Location 2:
Appendix C

Figure 12: Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō sample; Graphs A: L

Same as figure 8 for Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō sample
Appendix C:

Figure 13: Puʻu ʻŌʻō sample; Intensity Difference relating Interior to Surface composition

*Same as figure 9 for Puʻu ʻŌʻō sample*
Appendix D

Figure 14: Kīlauea Fissure Eight sample; Graphs A: L
Same as figure 8 for Kīlauea sample

A. Percent Difference of Li:Mg ratio

B. Percent Difference of Na:Mg ratio

C. Percent Difference of Cu:Mg ratio

D. Percent Difference of Zn:Mg ratio

E. Percent Difference of Cr:Mg ratio

F. Percent Difference of Tl:Mg ratio
G. Percent Difference of Pd:Mg ratio

H. Percent Difference of Ni:Mg ratio

I. Percent Difference of Ba:Mg ratio

J. Percent Difference of B:Mg ratio

K. Percent Difference of Ti:Mg ratio

L. Percent Difference of Mn:Mg ratio
Appendix D: Figure 15
Kīlauea Fissure Eight sample; Intensity Difference relating Interior to Surface composition in Graphs A:D

Same as figure 9 for Kīlauea Fissure Eight. Sample data was based on location one (v1). Other locations evaluated similarly for consistency.

![Graphs A:D showing intensity difference relating interior to surface composition for Kīlauea Fissure Eight.](image-url)